Days 9-12
Day

Literacy

Math

Motor

Science/
Social Studies

Social Emotional

Day 9

What colors are
your markers?
What letter sound
does the color
name start with?

Touch count your
blocks using 1:1
correspondence
Ms. Taylor 1:1
Monday

Draw a picture in
your journal. Use
three different
colors. Describe it
to someone.

Bring magnifying
glass outside with
you. Use it to see
nature items up
close. Find 5 items.

Describe a time
when you didn’t
think you could do
something and then
you did. How did
you feel when you
did it? Proud?
Excited?
Surprised? Other?

How many syllables
are in your name?
Clap out the
syllables. For
example
“pre--school” that's
two syllables/claps
“Choc-o-late” 3
syllables/claps

Take turns rolling
dice with a partner,
count the dots on
the dice, put that
many counters into
a cup/pile

Make an obstacle
course outside.
Include something
you can hop over,
walk on top of, and
jump off. Also
include hopping on
one foot and
skipping.

Name three things
that you do during
the day. Name
three things that
you do at night.

Have you ever
missed someone?
When you are apart
from your family
how do you feel?

Pick 8 upper case
letters. Name them
and match them to
their lower case
partner.

Measure with
markers. How
many markers long
is your arm? How
many markers long
is your leg? Your
foot? Which is the

Stand on one foot
for as long as you
can without holding
on. Now stand on
the other foot for as
long as you can.

Name 3 ways you
are the same as
your best
friend/favorite
adult/or sibling.
Name 3 ways you
are different.

How did you feel
when school
started and you
didn’t know
anyone? Who was
the first friend you
made?

Epic Book
Ish by Peter
Reynolds
Darcie's Book Read

Pink /P/
Red /R/
Yellow /Y/

Video Taylor: Math
Day 10
Epic Book:
The Kissing Hand
by Audrey Penn
Darcie's Book Read

Day 11
Epic Book:
A New Friend For
Me by Cass
Hollander
Darcie's Book Read

longest?
Shortest?Measurin
g With Magic
Markers

Video Nancy: Math

Day 12
Epic Book:
Ella Goes to the
Park - Book about
Shapes by Charly
Haley

Rhyming words are
two or more words
that have the same
or similar ending
sound, ex. bat/hat
Make a rhyming
word for:

Darcie's Book Read
Video Darcie:
Literacy

Park
Ball
Swing
Run
Play
Friday Literacy Rhyming - Darcie

Go for a shape
walk in your
neighborhood.
What shapes do
you see? Can you
find a rectangle?
Can you find a
circle?

Draw 4 shapes on
a piece of paper
and cut them out
using the scissors
in the Remote
Learning Materials.

Look at your house.
What shapes are
used to make it?
Ex. Rectangle
windows. Triangle
roof. Square sides.
Now look at your
neighbor’s house.
Are the shapes the
same or different
on their house?

Make a face using
the tangrams in
your Remote
Learning Materials.

